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ABSTRACT
Kepler planets (including super-Earths and sub-Neptunes) are likely formed before the gaseous proto-planetary disks
have dissipated. Together with gas giants, we call these generation-I planets, to differentiate them from planets that
form after disk dispersal (generation-II planets, e.g., terrestrial planets in the Solar system). If the metal content in
these disks resembles that in the host stars, one naively expects Kepler planets to occur more frequently, and to be
more massive, around metal-rich stars. Contrary to these expectations, we find that the radii of Kepler planets (a
proxy for mass) are independent of host metallicity, and their occurrence rate rises only weakly with metallicity. The
latter trend is further flattened when the influence of close binaries is accounted for. We interpret the first result as
that the mass of a Kepler planet is regulated by a yet unknown process, as first suggested by Wu (2019). We explain
the second result using a simple model, wherein the masses of proto-planetary disks have a much larger spread than
the spread in stellar metallicity, and disks that contain more than ∼ 30 Earth masses of total solid can form Kepler
planets. Hosts for these planets, as a result, are only mildly more metal-rich than average. In contrast, the formation
of a giant planet requires some 5 times more solid. Their hosts, which also harbour Kepler planets, are significantly
more metal-rich. This model also predicts that stars more metal-poor than half-solar should rarely host any gen-I
planets.
1. INTRODUCTION
The NASA Kepler mission found an abundance of
small planets with radii smaller than 4R⊕ and orbital
periods shorter than a year. These objects appear to
occur around 30% of Sun-like stars (Zhu et al. 2018).
According to their sizes, they have been further divided
into the so-called super-Earths and mini-Neptunes sub-
populations. We refer to them summarily as the Kepler
planets. This is both for simplicity, and because these
two groups likely are one and the same—it is argued
that the super-Earths are simply the photo-evaporated
remains of the sub-Neptunes (Wu & Lithwick 2013; Owen
& Wu 2013; Lopez & Fortney 2013; Jin et al. 2014; Chen
& Rogers 2016; Owen & Wu 2017).
Absent from our own Solar System, the origins of
these common objects are currently unknown. How-
ever, since the sub-Neptunes (and possibly the new-born
super-Earths) contain sizable H/He envelopes, it is rea-
sonable to assume that they were produced before the
gaseous proto-planetary disks have fully dissipated, and
such disks control the formation and orbital evolution of
these planets. If we classify all planets into two classes,
generation-I planets which are produced before the disk
dispersal, and generation-II planets which form after, the
Kepler planets should belong to the gen-I group, together
with Jovian giant planets, while terrestrial planets in the
Solar System likely belong to the gen-II group. Cur-
rently, there are few observational examples of the latter
group.
A natural way to study the formation of Kepler plan-
ets is to characterize how the properties of these planets
relate to those of their host stars. In this article, we focus
on one stellar property: metallicity (Z). Planet proper-
ties can depend on Z in two different ways. The first one,
studied extensively in the literature, is how planet occur-
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rences depend on Z (the occurrence-Z relation). The sec-
ond, often overlooked, is how planet sizes (and by proxy,
masses) depend on Z. We call this the radius-Z relation.
For testing models of planet formation, the latter is as
powerful as the former.
1.1. Model Expectations
Here, we list briefly theoretical expectations for these
correlations, for a few representative formation models.
Where these models fail to make explicit predictions, we
infer them from the set-ups. We assume that a more
metal-rich star has a more metal-rich disk and thus a
higher initial solid content.
1. Hansen & Murray (2012) suggested that Kepler
planets are formed similarly as that proposed for
terrestrial planets. Starting from a solid-rich disk,
planetary embryos collide and coalesce until most
of the mass has been incorporated into a few large
cores, and a dynamically stable configuration has
been reached. To reproduce the Kepler planets
(each of mass 5− 10M⊕) in the inner region where
we observe them today, the solid density must ex-
ceed that of the minimum-mass-solar-nebula (Wei-
denschilling 1977; Hayashi 1981) by at least an
order of magnitude. This enhancement could ei-
ther result from a higher metal content in planet-
forming disks, or from radial migration of solids
from outer regions. For the former, one naturally
expects a positive occurrence-Z relation. One also
expects that larger cores be formed around more
metal-rich stars.
2. Ida & Lin (2004a,b, 2005); Mordasini et al. (2009,
2012) presented population synthesis models for
planet formation, where they inserted one plane-
tary embryo at a few AU into each gaseous pro-
toplanetary disk (e.g., Fig. 6 of Mordasini et al.
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2009) and followed the processes of core growth, en-
velope accretion and inward migration. In general,
such models fail to predict the abundant presence
of Kepler planets(Ida & Lin 2005), but we ignore
this problem for now.
With respect to the metallicity correlation, these
works report that giant planets arise more fre-
quently in metal-rich disks, because these disks can
produce more massive cores at earlier times, allow-
ing for runaway gas accretion. For Neptune-class
objects, the so-called ‘failed cores’, there appears
to be little correlation between their presence and
Z (Mordasini et al. 2012). This is partly the result
of their one-embryo policy: the single embryo can
turn into a Jupiter in metal-rich disks, a Neptune
in less rich disks, or a low-mass core in metal-poor
systems. If multiple embryos were allowed, it is
likely that more Neptunes can form in more metal-
rich disks. Furthermore, the higher metallicity may
allow these Neptunes to grow to larger masses.
3. After the Kepler planets were discovered, much at-
tention have given to ’pebble’ accretion to explain
their formation (e.g. Lambrechts et al. 2014, 2019;
Chatterjee & Tan 2014). In these scenarios, small
dust conglomerates (’pebbles’) suffer strong aero-
dynamic drag and migrate inward rapidly. They
can accrete efficiently onto planetary embryos (if
they are present), or accumulate at a pressure
bump near the star to form a new planet. When the
planet mass reaches the so-called ’pebble-isolation
mass’ (Morbidelli & Nesvorny 2012; Lambrechts
et al. 2014), it can carve away enough gas from
its vicinity to produce an exterior pressure bump
which stalls further pebble accretion and initiates
formation of the next planet. Lambrechts et al.
(2019) argued that a higher pebble flux can more
efficiently produce Kepler planets. Since this flux
is likely associated with disk mass and disk metal-
content, one expects a positive correlation between
the occurrence of Kepler planets and Z, while little
relation between their masses and Z.
So, theories in general predict a positive occurrence-
Z relation, but differ in the radius-Z prediction. This
motivates us to measure both correlations in the data.
1.2. Twin Tests
The occurrence-Z correlation has long been established
for giant planets. These planets strongly prefer metal-
rich stars with an occurrence rate that scales super-
linearly with Z, possibly as Z2 (e.g., Fischer & Valenti
2005; Wang & Fischer 2015c; Petigura et al. 2018). This
scaling has been interpreted to support the core-accretion
scenario, where large cores that can accrete gas to be-
come giant planets should form more readily in solid-rich
disks due to the abundance of raw material.
As discussed above, one expects a similarly strong
occurrence-Z correlation for Kepler planets. After all,
these are the same (if somewhat less massive) planetary
cores that make giant planets. However, studies to date
show that such a correlation is weak or non-existent1
1 There is an exception to this general weak dependence: very
(Buchhave et al. 2012, 2014; Buchhave & Latham 2015;
Wang & Fischer 2015c; Mulders et al. 2016; Sousa et al.
2018; Petigura et al. 2018; Zhu 2019).
In this work, we further quantify the occurrence-Z re-
lationship. Moreover, we account for the effects of close
binaries, and construct a simple model to explain the
different metallicity dependencies for Kepler and giant
planets.
In departure from earlier works that focus exclusively
on the occurrence-Z relation, here, we also investigate
the radius-Z relation. This is possible for Kepler planets
because, unlike giant planets, their sizes can be used as
proxy for their masses.
When studying the radius-Z relation, there is an in-
teresting subtlety that needs to be considered. Using
updated stellar parameters from the Gaia satellite, Wu
(2019) showed that the sizes of Kepler planets rise with
masses for the host stars (also see a similar claim by Ful-
ton & Petigura 2018). This correlation between stellar
mass and planet mass (M −M) introduces a secondary
size-Z relation: in the Galactic environment, more mas-
sive stars are born later from more metal enriched gases.
In fact, Fulton & Petigura (2018) cautioned that the
M − Z correlation may actually reflect an underlying
size-Z correlation. In this work, we aim to disentangle
the two effects to determine whether stellar mass, or stel-
lar metallicity, is the main underlying cause for different
planet sizes.
The layout of this paper is as follows: we first describe
the sample for our work in §2; we then study the planet
radius-Z relation in §3, and the occurrence-Z relation in
§4. Implications of our results are discussed in §5.
2. SAMPLE SELECTION
To perform the above tests, we require a sample of stars
with known transiting planets, and a sample without.
Both should have metallicity measurements, and they
should be as similar as possible in every way, except for
the presence/absence of known transiting planets. We
require the planet sample to have high purity and to
have small error bars on planet radius, so as to tease out
subtle relationships between the planets and their stars.
These considerations lead us to the following choices.
The California Kepler Survey has measured metallici-
ties for a magnitude-limited sample of planet hosts (Pe-
tigura et al. 2017; Johnson et al. 2017; Petigura et al.
2018). These are sun-like dwarf stars with Kepler mag-
nitudes Kp < 14.2, and planets with near grazing tran-
sits and KOIs that have been identified as false positives
have been removed. Parameters for stellar mass and ra-
dius were later refined by Fulton & Petigura (2018) us-
ing Gaia parallaxes, reducing the error on planet radii to
∼ 5%. This is the so-called CKS-VII sample and it con-
tains 907 planets (see §4.2 of Fulton & Petigura 2018).
We adopt this sample as our planet sample. We further
remove planets larger than 4R⊕, and are left with a total
of 852 planets orbiting 582 stars.
As part of the LAMOST (Large Sky Area Multi-Object
Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope—also called the Guo Shou
Jing Telescope Zhao et al. 2012; Cui et al. 2012) DR4
short period (< 10 days) Kepler planets appear to prefer more
metal-rich stars (e.g., Owen & Murray-Clay 2018; Petigura et al.
2018).
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Fig. 1.— Correlation between planet and stellar parameters, analysed using the Mclust package. Red crosses and green circles represent
the super-Earth and sub-Neptune sub-populations, respectively, as identified by the clustering analysis. In each panel, the black ellipse
graphically illustrates the covariance matrix within each population. The width of the ellipse represents dispersion in each parameter, while
the slant the direction of maximum variation (the principal component). The super-Earths and sub-Neptunes behave similarly in every
panel. We also list the Pearson correlation coefficient for each panel. Three panels show statistically significant correlations: panel a), more
massive stars are also more metal rich; panel d), more massive stars host larger planets; panel f), a likely correlation between planet period
and orbit. We observe no correlation between planet radius and stellar metallicity (panel e).
2 survey, metallicities and stellar parameters for many
stars in the Kepler field are also obtained. Before we
adopt these as our non-transiting sample, we further re-
move any known planet hosts, and limit ourselves to
FKG dwarfs with the same magnitude limit and the same
effective temperature range as for the CKS-VII sample.
Furthermore, metallicity measurements from CKS and
from LAMOST are known to have some offsets. We
modify the LAMOST values based on the calibration
performed in Petigura et al. (Appendix A of 2018). This
leaves us with a large sample of 21, 962 stars.
One important issue for our study is the possible pres-
ence of selection effects. For instance, more massive stars
have larger stellar discs, potentially making it more dif-
ficult to detect small transiting planets. Detection com-
pleteness for the Kepler pipeline has been well character-
ized by Burke et al. (2015); Fulton et al. (2017); Chris-
2 http://dr4.lamost.org/
tiansen et al. (2016). Based on a simple signal-to-noise
argument, Wu (2019) also showed that the planet detec-
tion completeness, at a given planet radius and period, is
roughly invariant for different types of stars. This is be-
cause the Kepler mission probes stars out to the edge of
the Milky Way disk, and is essentially a volume-limited
sample. So while a given planet causes a shallower tran-
sit on a bigger star, such a star is not only intrinsically
brighter, but also brighter in apparent magnitude, lead-
ing to a comparable signal-to-noise ration as that when
the same planet transits a smaller (and dimmer) star.
3. RADIUS-METALLICITY RELATION
Each Kepler planet in our sample is quantified by four
parameters: host star mass, host star metallicity, planet
radius, and orbital period. We employ a clustering anal-
ysis to investigate the relationships between all these pa-
rameters. We then focus on the effect of stellar metallic-
ity.
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3.1. Clustering Analysis
Planet data are presented in Fig. 1. All parameters
are plotted in logarithms, since we assume the underlying
relations are power-law in nature.
The data show clear substructures, reflecting the pres-
ence of sub-populations. To avoid the analysis be dom-
inated by intra-group differences, we employ the Mclust
package (R-environment, Scrucca et al. 2016; Fraley &
Raftery 2002) to perform a clustering analysis. This
package uses Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) to clas-
sify objects into different populations, and obtain param-
eter correlations within any given population. Guided
by previous studies, we limit the total number of com-
ponents to 3 in Mclust to avoid over-fitting. The best
model (with the highest Bayesian Information Criterion,
or BIC) indeed requires two populations, ones that have
been known as super-Earths (marked with +) and sub-
Neptunes (open circles). They are roughly equal in num-
bers, with the super-Earths being smaller and closer to
the stars, in agreement with results from many previous
studies (e.g. Wu & Lithwick 2013; Petigura et al. 2013;
Fulton et al. 2017; Rogers 2015).
Mclust also returns a variance matrix for each popu-
lation: the diagonal elements in the matrix describing
the variance of a given parameter; while the off-diagonal
terms the co-variances between two parameters. These
are illustrated in Fig. 1 by the widths (diagonal) and the
slants (off-diagonal) of the ellipses. The two populations,
super-Earths and sub-Neptunes, are described by ellipses
that are similar in shape and orientation in all pan-
els, confirming the hypothesis that they have the same
origins and only differ in their later evolution (photo-
evaporation of the atmospheres for the super-Earths).
From now on, we only report the averaged results for the
two populations.
From the variance matrix, we obtain the Pearson cor-
relation coefficients by:
ρi,j =
σi,j√
σiσj
. , (1)
where [i, j] are the two parameters of interest, σi,j the
off-diagonal element in the variance matrix, and σi,σj
the diagonal ones. We also obtain uncertainties on these
coefficients by bootstrapping 1000 samples with replace-
ment.
We then obtain the principal component of the vari-
ance matrices, or graphically, the major axis of the el-
lipses. Unlike the correlation coefficient, which informs
us about the strength of the correlation, this informs us
about the nature (trend) of the correlation.
This exercise uncovers the following significant corre-
lations:
1. Masses and metallicities of the stellar hosts are
strongly correlated, with a Pearson coefficient of
(ρi,j = 0.39± 0.09). Moreover, the trend is
Z ∝M6.05±2.42∗ . (2)
This trend is largely driven by the lack of high mass
stars at low metallicities. We expect this since high
mass stars are born more recently out of more pol-
luted ISM.
2. Planet size correlates with host mass significantly,
with ρi,j = 0.29± 0.08. Radius scales with mass as
Rp ∝M0.17±0.08∗ , (3)
or, more massive stars appear to host larger (and
therefore more massive) planets. If one adopts a
mass-radius relation for planets as Mp ∝ R4p, this
implies Mp ∝ M0.68±0.32∗ . This is roughly consis-
tent with that found in Wu (2019), who also sug-
gested that planet mass may be tightly related to
the so-called ’thermal mass’.
3. A weak correlation (ρi,j = 0.28 ± 0.18) exists be-
tween planet radius and orbital period, with a sim-
ilarly weak trend
Rp ∝ P 0.11±0.09orb . (4)
Super-Earths or sub-Neptunes on short orbits are
only somewhat smaller than their long period coun-
terparts. This is different from the well-known
trend that super-Earths (smaller planets) orbit at
smaller distances than sub-Neptunes (larger ones),
because we are now measuring the variations within
each sub-population.
In the past, Mulders et al. (2016); Owen & Murray-
Clay (2018); Petigura et al. (2018); Dong et al. (2018)
have pointed out that short-period planets tend to orbit
more metal-rich stars, we find little evidence in the data,
with Porb ∝ Z−0.07±0.05 and a correlation coefficient of
−0.16±0.12. Similarly, stellar mass is uncorrelated with
planet period.
Of special interest to us is the relationship between
planet radius and stellar metallicity, for which we find a
correlation coefficient of 0.08±0.09 (0.08±0.12 and 0.09±
0.11 for sub-Neptunes and super-Earths, respectively),
i.e., there is no statistically significant dependence.
To test this further, we split the planets into 3 metal-
licity bins and compare their radius distributions across
the bins. We find that they are indistinguishable, both
for super-Earths or sub-Neptunes. This is at tension with
that reported by Owen & Murray-Clay (2018), but their
analysis was performed before the Gaia data release, and
relied on the less certain KIC stellar parameters.
3.2. Underlying Variable – Stellar Mass or Z?
Although our clustering analysis already indicates that
there is little correlation between planet size and stellar
metallicity, here we perform some extra analysis to sub-
stantiate this result. In particular, since stellar mass and
Z are strongly correlated (eq. 2) due to galactic chemi-
cal evolution, there is worry that the reported correlation
between planet radius and stellar mass (eq. 3) may be
the result of an underlying radius-Z relation (Fulton &
Petigura 2018).
To test this, we will produce two mock catalogues of
planets. Each mock catalogue contains the same num-
ber of planets as the observed one. A mock planet
is assigned to a sub-population (super-Earth or mini-
Neptune) based on the observed mixing coefficient. We
then assign it to a mock star with the stellar properties
(mass and metallicity) randomly sampled from that in
panel a) of Fig. 1, so more massive stars are naturally
more metal-rich.
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Fig. 2.— Further analysis of the radius-Z correlation. Top
panel: real data, with the black filled circles indicating the mean
host metallicity across five radius bins. Grey error bars show the
standard deviation and black error bars show the standard error.
Although the binned averages increase slightly with size, they are
all consistent with zero within 1σ.
Bottom: same analysis but for our first mock catalogue, where
planet radii are assumed to correlate with stellar mass (eq. 3),
while stellar mass with metallicity (eq. 2). This correctly repro-
duces the observed data.
For the first mock catalogue, we assume that planet
mass is intrinsically correlated with the stellar mass (eq.
3) with the dependence as described by the variance
matrix. We then perform the same GMM analysis to
quantify the resultant dependence between planet radius
and Z. This mock sample is displayed in Fig. 2, along
with the real CKS-VII sample. Both exhibit similar be-
haviour: the median Z at different size bins all agree
with zero to within 1σ. In detail, the median Z for the
CKS-VII sample lifts off from zero slightly for the largest
size bin, as is reported in Buchhave et al. (2012, 2014);
Petigura et al. (2018), this is also present in our mock
data. As is for the real sample, the GMM analysis yields
an insignificant correlation coefficient, ρi,j = 0.10± 0.08,
between planet size and Z.
For the second mock catalogue, we assume that planet
size is intrinsically correlated with Z as
Rp ∝ Zα+δα , (5)
where the index α and δα are determined by the analysis
in Fig. 1 to be 0.06 and 0.22. As more metal-rich stars
tend to be more massive, this should introduce a cor-
relation between planet size and stellar mass, which we
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Fig. 3.— We compare the cumulative metallicity distribution of
stars with (black line) and without (yellow line) transiting plan-
ets. The former, comprising of 582 planet hosts, are more metal-
rich and are statistically different from the latter with a p-value
of 0.0047. In contrast, hosts of sub-Neptunes and super-Earths
are statistically indistinguishable from each other (p-values marked
comparison with the black line). Stars that host both types of plan-
ets are counted once in each group.
use GMM analysis on the resulting catalogue to obtain
a weak correlation coefficient of ρi,j = 0.02± 0.07, and a
weak trend of Rp ∝ M0.01±0.05∗ . Both are incompatible
with the observed sample.
In summary, the radii of planets are determined by
stellar mass, and are not influenced by stellar metallicity.
4. THE OCCURRENCE-Z RELATION
We now turn to the question of whether Kepler planets
are preferentially formed around more metal-rich stars,
the occurrence-Z relation. Many previous studies have
failed to take into account a number of complicating fac-
tors, warranting a new visit. The factors that may po-
tentially influence our conclusion are:
1. It has been suggested that multiplicities in plan-
etary systems depend on stellar metallicity (Zhu
2019). To remove this effect, we count each star
only once, regardless of the number of transiting
planets it has.
2. More massive stars (which tend to be more metal
rich) are larger and it may be harder to detect tran-
siting planets around them due to the shallower
transit depth. This selection effect, if present, may
skew the planet hosts toward the more metal poor
side. Wu (2019) showed that, while a planet causes
a shallower transit on a larger star, a larger star
(which is more massive) also tends to be brighter.
So this selection effect is likely minimal.
3. For a given orbital period, planets around a more
massive star has a smaller semi-major axis. This
increases the transit probability for these planets.
To account for this, we implement a forward model
below.
4. The sample of stars that have no transiting planets
may also contain planets (that are not transiting).
This needs to be modelled (see below).
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In Fig. 3, we compare the 582 planet hosts in the CKS
sample to the 21,962 field stars that have no known tran-
siting planets. Their cumulative metallicity distributions
are statistically different (p-value 0.0047), in agreement
with previous results (see, e.g., Zhu 2019). In contrast,
host stars for super-Earths and for sub-Neptunes are sta-
tistically indistinguishable, again supporting the sugges-
tion that these two sub-populations share the same ori-
gins and only diverge in their late evolution.
4.1. Quantifying the Occurrence-Z relation
To better quantify the occurrence-Z relation, and to
properly account for the selection effects discussed above,
we implement a forward model, largely following the
strategy set out in Zhu et al. (2016), but with a few
minor changes.
As in Fischer & Valenti (2005), we describe the fraction
of stars with at least one Kepler planet by a power-law,
f(Z) = α
(
Z
Z
)γ
. (6)
Determining the index, γ, is the goal of this section.
The normalization factor α is obtained from the overall
planet occurrence rate η by
η =
∫
f(Z) g([Fe/H]) d[Fe/H] , (7)
where [Fe/H] = log(Z/Z), and g([Fe/H]) is the distribu-
tion of stellar metallicity in the Kepler field. LAMOST
reports that g([Fe/H]) can be roughly described by a log-
normal function with a mean of −0.03 and a standard
deviation of 0.2. For η, we adopt the recent determina-
tion by Zhu et al. (2018) of η = 0.3 ± 0.03. This value
is smaller than previous estimates, so f(Z) always falls
below unity and there is no need to include a saturation
metallicity as was done in Zhu et al. (2016).
We first produce a large number of mock stars accord-
ing to the above metallicity distribution. Each star is
then assigned a mass according to eq. (2), and a ra-
dius assuming the main-sequence mass-radius relation,
R∗ = R(M∗/M). This differs from that in Zhu et al.
(2016) where all stars are assumed to be sun-like. Based
on (6), we further assign a planet-hosting status to the
star, and then proceed to determine, in the case of a
planet host, if its planet should be transiting or not. We
let the orbital inclination be randomly distributed in cos i
from [−1, 1], and we assume an orbital period that is uni-
formly distributed in the logarithmic space, for periods
from 5 to 400 days. Transiting planets are those that
satisfy cos i < R∗/a, where a is the semi-major axis.
To imitate the observational uncertainties in CKS and
LAMOST, we add a random Gaussian error to the stel-
lar metallicity with dispersions of either σ[Fe/H] = 0.09
(the LAMOST error) or σ[Fe/H] = 0.04 (CKS error).
At each γ value, we draw 200 random samples of tran-
siting hosts (each of size Nsample), and compare their
metallicity distributions against the non-transiting sam-
ple. When 95% these have p-values falling below our ob-
served one (p = 0.0047), we record the value of Nsample.
These are shown in Fig. 4. We find that for a sample size
of 600 planet hosts (the CKS-VII sample), we can detect
a metallicity dependence of the observed significance, if
γ ≈ 0.55± 0.1 and the value of α is α = 0.3± 0.03.
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Fig. 4.— Quantifying the occurrence-Z relation. The dotted
and dashed lines indicate the sample size required to be able to
distinguish transiting planet hosts from non-transiting stars, with
a statistical significance that is comparable to the observed one
(p = 0.0047), for different values of γ. Shaded areas show the cor-
responding 1−σ spread due to uncertainties in metallicity measure-
ments (LAMOST in blue and CKS in orange). Since the observed
planet sample size Nsample ∼ 600 (the solid black line), this yields
γ = 0.55 ± 0.1, i.e., a sub-linear dependence between occurrence
and metallicity.
Previously, Petigura et al. (2018) conducted a similar
analysis for hot and warm super-Earths (with periods
P < 10, 10 < P < 100 days respectively). But instead
of using the fraction of stars that host planetary systems
(f(Z)), they used the average number of planets per star
as a proxy for the occurrence rate. This may affect the
conclusion, if the number of planets per star depends on
metallicity (Zhu 2019). Nonetheless, their estimate of
γ = 0.6 ± 0.2 and 0.3 ± 0.2, for hot and warm super-
Earths respectively, are similar to our value here. In a
separate work, Zhu (2019) adopted a different method-
ology to calculate the fraction of planetary systems as a
function of host metallicity. He did not explicitly report
the value of γ, but we estimate γ ∼ 0.4 from his Fig. 4,
again consistent with our result.
So the occurrence rate for Kepler planets scales sub-
linearly (γ = 0.55± 0.1) with stellar metallicity.
4.2. Effects of Close Binaries
Here, we argue that close binaries may be partially
responsible for the metallicity trend reported above.
The fraction of close-binaries (P < 104 days, or a ≤
10− 50 AU) among sun-like stars appears to be strongly
anti-correlated with stellar metallicity (see review by
Moe et al. 2019; Price-Whelan et al. 2020; El-Badry et
al. 2018), with the fraction dropping from 24% to 10%
when metallicity rises from [Fe/H] = −0.2 to 0.5. This
trend is thought to be related to the propensity for grav-
itational fragmentation in more metal poor disks (lower
cooling time).
At the same time, Kepler planet hosts are known to
avoid close binaries. Adaptive optics imaging survey of
these stars (Wang et al. 2014; Armstrong et al. 2014;
Wang et al. 2015a,b; Kraus et al. 2016; Furlan & Howell
2017; Ziegler et al. 2018; Matson et al. 2018) reported a
striking paucity of close binaries when compared to field
stars, while little difference in the fraction of wide bina-
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Fig. 5.— Fractions of stars that host Kepler planets (top panel)
and close binaries (bottom), as functions of stellar metallicity.
Close binaries here refer to those that can effectively suppress the
formation of planets (ranging from 10-100AU in separations, see
text). As these binaries prefer low metallicities, stars that can
potentially form planets tend to be more metal-rich than aver-
age. This partly explains the positive metallicity trend observed
for planets.
ries (a > 50AU). Interestingly, in the pre-main-sequence
phase, close binaries are also observed to have an anoma-
lously low disk fraction (Kraus et al. 2012) when com-
pared to single stars, whereas wide binaries do not. So
it appears that close binaries can disrupt their proto-
planetary disks very early on in life (Cieza et al. 2009;
Kraus et al. 2012; Cheetham et al. 2015; Barenfeld et al.
2019), thereby preventing the formation of Kepler plan-
ets .
This effect alone can lead to a positive occurrence-Z
relation in the Kepler planets. To remove the impact of
close binaries, we instead measure the occurrence as
f(Z)′ =
f(Z)
1− fCB(Z) = α
′
(
Z
Z
)γ′
, (8)
where primed symbols denote those corrected for close-
binary suppression, and fCB(Z) is the fraction of stars
that are in close binaries where planet formation is sup-
pressed.
For the three metallicity bins in Fig. 5, f(Z) rises from
∼ 23% to ∼ 38% (adopting γ = 0.55±0.1, and an overall
planet fraction of 30 ± 3%). Meanwhile, we obtain the
fraction of close binaries that can suppress planet forma-
tion from Moe & Kratter (2019). Binaries closer than 10
AU can suppress planet formation completely, they have
fractions 24 ± 3%, 19 ± 4%, 15 ± 3%, respectively, for
the same metallicity bins. Moe & Kratter (2019) further
showed that binaries from 10 to 100 AU can have a gra-
dated suppression, boosting fCB by a factor of 1.4 over
the above cited fractions (see Fig. 5). Inserting these
values into eq. (8) yields γ′ = 0.35 ± 0.21, a significant
reduction.3
So while our original result shows that planet occur-
rence depends on Z weakly (sub-linearly), this discus-
sion argues that part of the dependence arises from
planet suppression by close binaries that are preferren-
tially metal-poor. Among stars that can potentially form
planets, metallicity plays a minor role.
4.3. A Crude Model
Here, we construct a simple phenomenological model
to explain the observed occurrence-Z relation for Kepler
planets. This model also accommodates the metallicity
dependencies for giant planets and close binaries.
As discussed in §1, the fact that Kepler planets
and giant planets share similar solid masses, but dif-
fer markedly in their occurrence-Z relation is surprising.
One possible solution is to argue that solids in protoplan-
etary disks form Kepler planets first, and only those that
have an excess of material can go on to form giant plan-
ets. Studies by Zhu & Wu (2018); Bryan et al. (2019);
Herman et al. (2019) support this suggestion, where they
found that giant planets appear to orbit mostly stars that
also host inner Kepler planets.
Moreover, if the total masses of protoplanetary disks
have a large spread, much larger than that in metallicity,
the dispersion in disk solids will be dominated by the
former variation. This will then dilute any dependence
planet formation may have on metallicity.
Here, we first obtain the occurrences for the three pop-
ulations of concern. Data for close binaries and for Ke-
pler planets are as shown in Fig. 5. For the giant planets,
we restrict ourselves to cold giant planets, since the hot
and warm varieties are much rarer, they are also sus-
pected to have elevated metallicity trends and may not
be representative (Dawson & Murray-Clay 2013; Buch-
have et al. 2018). We query the exoplanet database for
planets with minimum mass above 0.15MJ and with or-
bital separation larger than 0.5 AU. These are predomi-
nantly discovered by the radial velocity technique, orbit-
ing around FGK hosts in the solar neighbourhood. For
the three metallicity bins as in Fig. 5, this yields 68, 98
and 134 objects, respectively. To calculate the fractional
occurrences, we assume that the FGK stars in the solar
neighbourhood have the same metallicity distribution as
that in the Kepler field, namely, a Gaussian distribu-
tion in [Fe/H] with a dispersion of 0.2 and a mean of
−0.004, after calibration to the CKS metallicity values
(Zhao et al. 2012; Cui et al. 2012). To normalize, we
adopt an average Jovian occurrence rate of 13±5%, con-
sistent with results from Cumming et al. (2008). The
occurrence rates for the three metallicity bins are then
13± 5%, 12± 5% and 26± 5% (Fig. 6).
The following are details of our crude model. We as-
sume a single population of proto-planetary disks, with
disk masses satisfying a normal distribution,
dN
d logMdisk
∝ exp
[
− (logMdisk − logM0)
2
2σ2logM
]
, (9)
3 The value of γ may be further reduced to 0.26 ± 0.26 if one
includes the Malmquist bias, as argued in (Moe & Kratter 2019).
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Fig. 6.— A simple formation model that explains the occurrence-Z relations for close binaries, Kepler planets and giant planets. The
left panel illustrates how these populations are distributed in the disk-mass – metallicity plane. Here, ’Binary’ refers to close binaries that
can suppress planet formation, ’Jovian’ planets refer to giant planets outside 0.5AU. They are found exclusively in systems that also form
’Kepler’ planets (super-Earths and sub-Neptunes). Right figure: the fractions of stars that host various populations, as functions of stellar
metallicity. Model results are shown as solid histograms, while observations are marked as circles. The dotted line is the combined fractions
for close binaries and Kepler planets. Our simple model reproduces most data, except for the most metal-poor bin for Jovian planets.
where the mean M0 and the dispersion σlogM are taken
to be M0 = 0.02M and σlogM = 1.5. These values are
compatible with the median mass and mass spread ob-
served for real disks (Andrews et al. 2013; Mohanty et
al. 2013; Ansdell et al. 2016). As for all parameters list
below, these values are not meant to be best-fits (hence
no error bars), but are crude estimates to roughly re-
produce the observed data. They are only meant to be
illustrative.
Let the total solid mass contained in each disk be
Msolid = 1%× Mdisk ×
(
Z
Z
)
, (10)
where we implicitly assumes that the disk metallicity re-
sembles the stellar metallicity. For the latter, we adopt
the same as that for the Kepler field (see above). Our
results on the occurrence-Z relation are not affected by
the actual Z distribution that we adopt.
The following “birth conditions” are the most impor-
tant assumptions in our model.
• Close binaries4 are formed if
Mdisk ≥ 0.1M ×
(
Z
Z
)1.5
. (11)
The positive scaling with Z quantitatively repro-
duces the observed data for close binaries, while the
normalization (0.1M) allows for stellar-mass sec-
ondaries to be produced. Disks that form such bi-
naries will then be completely disrupted and planet
formation is avoided.
• Around stars that can do not harbour these harm-
4 Here, this refers to only those that can effectively suppress
planet formation
ful binaries, Kepler planets are formed if
Mdisk ≥ 30M⊕ , (12)
• while disks with larger solid masses can continue
to form Jovian planets. We set this to be
Mdisk ≥ 150M⊕ . (13)
These choices reproduce the observed occurrences:
∼ 30% for Kepler planets, and a third of that for
giant planets. And they ensure that giant planets
only occur in systems with inner Kepler planets, as
is observed.
The results of such a model are presented in Fig. 6.
While the left panel gives a visual impression of where the
three types of objects fall in the plane of disk mass ver-
sus metallicity, the right panel shows quantitative com-
parison against observations. The agreements are good,
with the only exception being the occurrence rate of Jo-
vian planets at the lowest metallicity bin. However, the
observed value here is suspicious — the three metallicity
bins do not exhibit a monotonic behaviour.
The success of our simple model is somewhat surpris-
ing. We have a total of 6 parameters: 4 for the birth
conditions, and 2 for the disk mass distribution. In com-
parison, there are 9 data points (Fig. 6). Moreover,
we have not considered a slew of physical processes that
may affect the outcome. The success likely stems from
the fundamental role of solid mass for planet formation.
Assuming this model is correct, we can draw a few
conclusions:
• For the metallicity distribution that we adopt,
mean metallicites are: close binary, [Fe/H] =
−0.003; Kepler planets, [Fe/H] = 0.04; giant plan-
ets, [Fe/H] = 0.10.
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• While the fraction of close binaries continue to
rise with decreasing metallicity, by comparison, at
Z ∼ 0.5Z ([Fe/H] ∼ −0.3), the Kepler planet
fraction has dropped by a factor of few to ∼ 7%.
This reduction is more extreme for Jovian planets.
These predictions can be tested by TESS, GAIA,
PLATO or other large surveys.
• The solid mass requirement for Kepler planets, at
∼ 30M is fairly reasonable: each Kepler planet
likely contains some 10M, and each Kepler system
contains, on average, 3 planets (Zhu et al. 2018).
If the observed disk masses are reliable, this sug-
gests that Nature does not waste much when mak-
ing these planets.
• The solid mass requirement for giant planets has
interesting implications. The correlation between
cold Jovians and Kepler planets suggests that plan-
ets are built in a chain-like fashion, starting from
the inside. So a higher solid mass may be required
to extend the link to beyond an AU, where Jovian
planets can potentially form. Alternatively, the
higher solid mass may boost the number density
of planets on the chain, leading to earlier mergers
and run-away gas accretion.
5. SUMMARY
Our main results are as follows:
• The sizes, and therefore masses, of Kepler planets
do not depend on stellar metallicity.
• The occurrence rate of Kepler planets depends
weakly (sublinearly) on stellar metallicity.
The first result is anti-intuitive, since theories (§1) tend
to predict that more massive planets are produced in
disks with more solids. There may be two ways why
such an intuition is wrong. First, while metal-poor stars
may indeed harbour disks with lower solid content, solid
in the inner regions can be sourced from the entire disk
(due, e.g., to grain drift or planetesimal migration) and
its amount does not have to be pinned directly to the
stellar metallicity. Second, there may be a characteristic
mass at which generation-I planets are being produced.
This mass may be related to disk properties such as gas
scale heights, and is not related to the solid content. This
latter point is supported by the finding in Wu (2019),
where the core sizes of Kepler planets are found to tightly
correlate with the masses of host stars.
The second result is equally surprising, when one
contrasts it with the occurrence rate of giant plan-
ets which rises strongly with stellar metallicity. Ke-
pler planets have comparable masses as the cores of gi-
ant planets, and within the metallicity range that our
data probe ([Fe/H] ∈ [−0.3, 0.3]), their appearance is
weakly affected by Z. When one accounts for systems of
close binaries where planet formation is suppressed, the
occurrence-Z relation is further weakened.
To resolve this conflict, we create a crude phenomeno-
logical model. An essential ingredient in this model is a
new variable: the mass of the protoplanetary disk. This
variable has a large spread and dilutes the metallicity
dependence for Kepler planets, giving rise to the weak
relation that we witness. Giant planets, on the other
hand, require a few times more solid mass than the Ke-
pler planets do. And our model predicts that they should
exhibit a much stronger metallicity dependence. Mean-
while, when one extends our model to metallicity below
[Fe/H] ∼ −0.3, one expects the occurrence of Kepler
planets to drop dramatically.
Overall, the formation of generation-I planets appears
to be a fairly common outcome. For the limited metal-
licity range that we probe ([Fe/H] ∈ [−0.3, 0.3]), Kepler
planets occur in some 30% of all stars. If we exclude
stars that are in close binaries, the planet fraction is fur-
ther raised to ∼ 50%. Do the remaining stars fail because
their disk masses are too low? Do they contain other, un-
known population planets? Where are the elusive gen-II
planets (one of which we are living on) being formed?
Many important questions remain outstanding.
We thank Wei Zhu, Maxwell Moe, Gwendolyn Eadie,
and James Lane for helpful conversations, and NSERC
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